
Ageism: Elder Mediator Strategies for Reframing and Changing 
Stereotypes--- ACR's Elder and Decision Making Section ---Friday, October 
13 @ 3:00 PM  (Eastern- US) 
 
Please join the Elder Decision Making Section for their April Professional Development 
call this Friday, April 13, 2018, at 3:00 pm Eastern time US (please calculate time in 
your zone). Please connect a few minutes early so we can start promptly at 3:00 pm.   
 
TOPIC for APRIL 13: Ageism: Elder Mediator Strategies for Reframing and 
Changing Stereotypes (facilitated by Joan Braun) 
 
Ageism is a pervasive problem in society. Some older adults internalize negative 
stereotypes about aging and about their own abilities. Family members may be reluctant 
to support an older adult parent who is insistent on making choices that are unusual or 
contrary to societal expectations. This limits the options available to the family, and may 
serve as a roadblock to reaching an agreement. In this session we discuss ageism as it 
pertains to elder mediation. What strategies are effective in identifying undercurrents of 
ageism, for addressing it where it is identified, and for encouraging the parties to 
consider new perspectives on the aging process?  
 
Please join the April call and share your experiences and thoughts on this important 
topic.  Connection info is at the bottom of this e-mail. 
 
Save the date:  MAY 11:  Hoarding -- Join us to learn from Terry Sutton about 
hoarding disorder, its status as a distinct mental illness, and ways families can support 
an individual who has amassed an unmanageable amount of treasures over 
time.  We've seen "hoarder homes"  in the news and on TV and this topic surfaces 
frequently in elder mediation.  Families often propose to "clean up" the elder's home for 
him or her, a tactic that rarely solves the problem long-term.  What causes someone to 
hoard, whether they stockpile fast food boxes, newspapers, collectibles or pets?  Many 
of us will encounter hoarders professionally or personally.  How might families respect 
individual autonomy and recognize mental health needs while simultaneously helping 
someone to be safer and healthier (all while working with demands from code 
compliance units, HOA's, angry neighbors, Adult Protective Services, etc.)?  Join our 
May discussion of this challenging topic. 
 
I hope you will join us, 
DeLila Bergan 
AIM Aging Issues Mediation 
972-809-0247 
 
EM Professional Development Call for April - AGEISM:  Connection Info Fri, Apr 13, 
2018 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM EDT  
 
Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.  
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/586193117  

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/586193117


 
You can also dial in using your phone.  
United States: +1 (646) 749-3122  
 
Access Code: 586-193-117  
 
First GoToMeeting? Let's do a quick system 
check: https://link.gotomeeting.com/system-check 

https://link.gotomeeting.com/system-check

